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September
Dulwich Picture Gallery
THE VILLAGER RESTAURANT
AT DULWICH'S FINEST INN
Open daily for lunches 12 - 2.30pm
Evenings Monday-Saturday 6 10pm

Traditional Sunday roast served
from 12 noon to 3pm
DULWICH SUITE
Licensed for Civil Marriage Ceremonies
Premier venue for wedding receptions,
banquets & buffets. Ideal for business
seminars, training and presentations

College Road
Dulwich Village
SE21

Dulwich Picture Gallery. Pieter de Hooch, 17th century Dutch
painter, first ever one man exhibition sponsored at Dulwich by
Cherie Blai1; wife of the Prime Minister, and in the U.S.A. by
Hillary Clinton, America's first lady.

Saturday, Sepember 5:

James Allen Sinfonia inaugural concert. Conductor Rupert
Bond, leader Mary Martin. Mozart, Bruch and Brahms.
Tickets £5, schoolchildren free, available at school or at the
door, St Barnabas Church, Calton Avenue, SE21. 7.30 p.m.

Saturday, September 12:

Dulwich Festival. Purcell Singers Concert, St Barnabas Church,
Calton Avenue, SE21. 7.30 p.m.

Sunday, September 13:

Dulwich Festival. Party in the Park, Dulwich Park, 12 p.m.
until 7.30 p.m.

Thursday, September 17:

Dulwich Residents' Association Special General Meeting to
be held in the Old Library, Dulwich College. Doors open
7.30 p.m. for 8 p.m. Parking available. Members are invited to
refer to Rule 9 of the Association re-Winding-Up procedures.

Saturday, September 19:

South London Botanical Institute, 323 Norwood Road, (just
north of the South Circular) 10 a.m. - 12 noon. End of
Season plant sale. Shrubs, herbaceous plants, herbs and
bulbs.

Sunday, September 20:

Dulwich College Bi-annual Fete, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Saturday, September 26:

Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery concert, Stephen Skinner,
clarinet, and Emily Segal, piano. Brahms' Sonata in F minor
and music by Finzi and Massager. 11.30 a.m.

Wednesdays starting
September 30:

South London Botanical Institute course on Trees taught by
Dr June Chatfield, Helen Furminger and Jon Riley in 12
lessons. 7-9 p.m. Details from Judy Marshall 0181-674 5787.

Wednesdays starting
September 30:

South London Botanical Institute course on Science In Your
Garden taught by Dr June Chatfield in ten lessons. This is a
repeat of an over-subscribed Winter 1997 programme. Details
from Judy Marshall 0181-674 5787.

STOP PRESS!!
Last chance to see
the Gallery
which will be closed for
refurbishment from
Christmas 98 to May 2000
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DULWICH VILLAGE
LONDON SE21 7BJ

Thursday, September 3
- November 15:

Pieter de Hooch

Tel: 0181 m693 2466

3 September -15 November
- Closed Mondays -

Allied Domecq Leisure

(ESTABLISHED 1960)

(CORGI No. 13471)

SALES• SER.VICING • REPAIRS• INSTALLATIONS
GAS LEAKS TRACED & REPAIRED

GAS BOARD APPROVED INSTALLER
NEW & RECONDITIONED COOKERS,
GAS FIRES & WATER HEATERS AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
LANDLORDS REPORTS ISSUED.
ALSO CENTRAL HEATING & PLUMBING SPECIALISTS

WE PRIDE OUR.SELVES ON OUR PROMPT & RELIABLE
SER.VICE AT VERY COMPETITIVE RATES

I

I

344 LORDSHIP LANE, DULWICH,
LONDON SE22 8LZ

2

ACOPS
APPROVED
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Ruskin (writer and artist) and P. G. Wodehouse (Old Alleynian
and writer). St Barnabas Church Centre, Calton Avenue,
SE21. 8 p.m.

October
Thursday, October 1:

Dulwich Society Trees Sub-Committee: Trees talk by Derek
Patch of Alice Holt Lodge, St Barnabas Centre, Calton Avenue,
SE21. 8 p.m.

Sunday, October 4:

Autumn Fayre, Dulwich Upper Wood, Farquhar Road, off
Dulwich Wood Road, SE19. Stalls, vegetarian food, wood
walks, activities. 11 a.m. - 5 pm. (Tel: 0181-761 6230).

Wednesday, October 7:

Friends of Kingswood House to discuss their constitution and
plans for the future. Kingswood House, Seeley Drive, SE21.
7.30 pm. (Inquiries: Jane Wenlock, 0181-299 0697; Yvonne
Witter, 0181-761 7239.

Thursday, October 8:

DDAFAS lecture on Bernini and the Baroque by Henry
Williams, Staff Lecturer, British Museum Education Service.,,.

Saturday, October 10:

Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery. Music scholarship holders
from James Allen's Girls' School. Programme details to be
announced. 12 noon.

Saturday, October 10
- Sunday, October 11:

Dulwich Quilters exhibition of patchwork and embroidery.
Old Library, Dulwich College, Saturday, 10 a.m - 5 p.m. and
Sunday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Refreshments, cakes and a raffle.
Admission £2. Contact K. Bamboat, 0181-693 3772.

Wednesday, October 14:

Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery. Baroque music by Gustav
Leonhardt, harpsichord, to coincide with the Gallery's special
Pieter de Hooch paintings exhibition. 8 p.m.

November
Thursday, November 8:

Thursday, November 19:
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DDAFAS lecture on Henry Moore by Nina Levick, Lecturer,
National Gallery."
Dulwich Society Local History Group: Who Was Who In
Dulwich: Potted biographies of past local worthies, including
Edward Alleyn, Logie Baird (TV pioneer), Henry Bessemer
(of steel fame), Joseph Romilly (19th century chronicler), John

December
Saturday, December 5:

Friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery. Clive Betts, guitar, and
Rosemary Forbes-Butler, soprano. Spanish and South
American songs by Rodrigo, Granados and guitar solos from
Villa Lobos and Manuel de Falla. 11.30 a.m.

Thursday, December 10:

DDAFAS lecture on The Proms: Would Henry Have
Approved? by Robert Ponsonby, former director of the
Edinburgh Festival, manager of the Scottish National
Orchestra and Controller, Music, BBC.,,.

''

Dulwich Decorative and Fine Arts Society monthly lectures usually illustrated with
slides are held on the second Thursday of each month at 8 p.m. at James Allen's Girls'
School (JAGS) East Dulwich Grove, unless otherwise stated. Coffee and biscuits
7.30 p.m. Visitors £4, students 50p.

Poole Mordant
Chartered Accountants

Small enough to care, big enough to deliver
Martyn Poole (Dulwich) 0181 693 7335
David Carey (Mottingham) 0181 851 2200
Anne Simmons (Rotherhithe) 0171 232 0707

36 St Olav's Court, Rotherhithe, London SE16 2XB
In association with Poole & Carey, Chartered Accountants and Registered Auditors
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~ BEDKNOBS ·1
58 Glengarry Road, East Dulwich,
London SE22 8QD

•
•
•
•

Specialists in Floral Design
Local Deliveries
National & International Deliveries
Designs for all Occasions
Formal & Informal
Traditional & Exotic Flowers
Silk & Dried Flowers to Order
Giftware & Cuddlies
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

•
•
•
•

69 East Dulwkh Grove,
Dulwkh SE22 SPR
Telephone/Fax: 0181-299 1580
Freephone/Fax: 0500 731 732

A

SPORTS

CLUB

Atleyn's School · Dulwich - SE2Z 8SU

Alleyn's Sports Club is set in
exclusive grounds with excellent
modern sports facilities.
The centre has a 25m. indoor
heated swimming pool, sports hall,
gym, two multi-purpose halls;
tennis courts, cricket nets.
Activities include: aerobics/step;
badminton; scuba diving; table
tennis; basketball; karate;
gymnastics; trampolining; ballet &
tap classes.
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Tel: 0181-299 2004
Fax: 0181-693 5611
Small, friendly, family-run B&B
where a warm welcome is guaranteed.
Comfortable, well-furnished rooms
truly a "home from home" for the
discerning guest
ETB Listed-Commended AA QQQ
The Which? Hotel Guide 1998
RAC Listed
BTA London B&B Award

Selected by The Sunday Times as
one of the best 'digs' in London Town
( 14th Sept. 1997)

Rosemary Conley Diet and fitness
sessions
During the Easter, Summer &
Winter holidays Sports Experience
day camps & courses are available
for 4 - 14 year olds to enjoy and
experience various multi-activities
and sports.
Surrey League Competitive
Badminton is played at the club.
Spaces are available for male and
female players
Massage + physiotherapy also
available

Keep fit at Alleyn's Sports Club
Your know it's good for you!
Alleyn's Sports Club.Townley Road, Dulwich

IS

~

FAYRE OR UNFAIR
People continued to comment and complain about the state of Dulwich Park many days
after the Dulwich Country Fayre events of June 13 and 14. The Dulwich Society has
supported every objective for the park set out by Councillor Michelle Pearce, chairman of
the Friends of the Parle Subsequent events have made one of the claims, that the park
"is better maintained and virtually litter free" slightly a hostage to fortune. That "the
infrastructure of the park is still slowly deteriorating" may have been a curious understatement of realities.
There are two serious but different issues, short-term disposal of rubbish and longerterm damage to the infrastructure.
Rubbish. Council officials agreed that at peak periods, such as holiday weekends, it
would be desirable to have waste-bins emptied two or three times a day if necessary. Three
days after the Fayre, the condition of the Park was still appalling. Refuse had clearly
accumulated since the Saturday and had not even been touched. Waste-bins overflowed.
Rubbish was strewn over the grass and flower beds. Dogs, foxes and no doubt rats were
having great pickings.
Damage. Infrastructure crumbled rapidly over the weekend, not slowly. Heavy vehicles
manoeuvring on soft grass impacted it, tore it apart into muddy patches, and damaged
paths and verges all over the park. Asphalted paths not designed to carry weights of this
order were cracked and holed. Sand covered horse rides were flattened, flooded and then
potholed as the result of many vehicles running over them repeatedly and parking on them
at random. A few ramps and duckboards seem to have been little more than a token
provision. Avenues of entry and exit were uncontrolled. Quite large tree branches were torn
off by· vehicles driving too close underneath them.
In this climate, large areas of grass can recover fairly rapidly even from ravages of this
kind but nature complemented human folly pretty copiously over the weekend. Proper
repairs will be expensive: patching means that areas all over the park will look just a little
shabbier than they did previously.
Cosmetic treatment. Why exactly, on the day before the fair, brave displays of bedding
plants were set out in conspicuous places, and then no efforts were made to ensure that
heavy trucks did not leave their tyre marks within inches of the flower bed borders? (We
have photographs). The best and best protected display was in the front garden of the
park-keeper's house by the College Road gate, which "has no connection with the park"
[according to the notice on the gate]. Is this garden part of the house or part of the
park? Did the bedding plants come from the same source as the rest in the park and
who paid for them?
Banners and posters on park gates and railings. At least these disappeared quickly and
one hopes will now stay away for some time. One objection to the Council using the park
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gates and railings for its own advertisements is that this encourages private promoters
to do the same: the "fun dog show" on Saturday and advertisements for sale of labrador
puppies on Monday. [Banners were in fact quickly replaced with one giant "Shakespeare
In The Park" banner and another which did not appear to have much to do with park or
park policy].
Council policy. One has the distinct impression that some departments of Southwark
Council are acting in conflict with others. The park rangers and officers of the Education
and Leisure Services Department, with whom we have discussed the park, clearly have a
genuine regard for it and a vision of the condition to which it could be nursed back after
years of relative neglect. Events Promotion people seem to have quite a different agenda
and are prepared seriously to overload. The park's capacity to sustain events of this
nature, not to provide resources to regulate this activity or to clear up adequately afterwards, and to let the infrastructure continue to decline rapidly if necessary, provided a
short-term commercial gain can be achieved.
It is just not good enough to claim that it attracts thousands of people to have lots of
fun, so let's go on making it bigger and brassier year by year. The park attracts crowds
of people at holiday weekends anyway from all over the area, to enjoy the peace and
tranquility of its natural amenity: that is the purpose for which it was dedicated to the
public.
It will be increasingly difficult for the Council to have it both ways: to attract Heritage
Lottery Fund money to rebuild the Park's Victorian splendom; if heavy fairground
equipment, pantechnicons, horse boxes and brewery trucks grind it periodically to a
muddy shambles. Several days afterwards, from among the rubbish strewn on the grass
near the tennis courts, I picked up a copy of Southwark Council's plan for the site. This
shows that nearly every square yard of the park was committed, including borders
and shrubberies. A marquee was actually built on the all-weather tennis courts, for
heaven's sake, and our celebrated rhododendron garden was walled into a "medieval
encampment."
Finance. Unless enough money is made available to maintain the park's current
amenity one cannot expect others to put in more capital. This is not just a matter of
"making it pay." The Royal Parks also have tight budgets, the targets for raising revenue
in the order of five per cent of their maintenance expenditure. They are then very careful
to limit "events" and the proportion of the park they will usurp. Money is no doubt at the
root of the problem, but the way it is used is as important as how much is available. We
seem to need a lot more management focus and commitment for more resources before
Dulwich Park begins to approximate to Greenwich Park or to the more local Horniman
Gardens. Somebody should look at reasons for the difference. I have never been able to
discover from Southwark what the budget for Dulwich Park actually is or how much
revenue it makes and where it goes, although I have asked several times.
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Contractors. These are unlikely to be as good as dedicated gardeners but some are
likely to be better than others and may not be the cheapest. The Royal Parks use
contractors too who allocate staff long term to particular parks and operate proper
gardening apprentice schemes. Why doesn't Southwark talk to those who manage Royal
Parks and find out how they do it?
Surely among all of us we can do better than this?

Bill Higman

Chairman
Dulwich Society

TOWN I-IALL REPLIES
Bill Higman sent the above complaint to Councillor Michelle Pearce, who replied as
follows in a letter copies of which she sent to Ricci de Frietas, head of Community and
Leisure Services, Southwark Council, with copies to Colin Brand, the parks manager;
Kevin Brown, events manager; Martin Jenks, senior parks ranger; Juliet Filrose, chairman
of Dulwich Park Friends; and Councillors Toby Eckersley and David Bradbury.
I am forwarding to you a copy of a letter which I have received from the Dulwich
Society about the impact of the Fayre on the park. You will see that many of the concerns
which Mr Higman expresses are those which I discussed with you, Mike Green and Henry
Thompson in our meeting on 17th June.
At that meeting it was agreed that an investigation would be carried out to
ascertain the extent of damage and the costs of putting it right. We also agreed that it is
not sensible to stage events which, whilst they might provide entertainment for a day or so,
cause further deterioration to the park infrastructure. As it is the Council has not
identified resources sufficient to address the declining condition of the infrastructure. In the
view of local people, events should only be staged if they have a neutral impact or bring a
real net benefit to the park. It is a most popular venue in its own right and it could be unlike most other parks - be said to suffer from overuse rather than underuse.
Obviously, as we discussed, the weather played havoc: grassed areas and the horseride
should be restored at least to their former state as soon as possible. Rain also delayed
the post-event clear-up, but inadequate arrangements were in place to remove the litter
swiftly enough: this must be planned in future, with a team clearing rubbish during the
event and standing by to 'blitz' the site as soon as the event ends.
We also agreed that this year's Fayre had been over-ambitious and that it should
be scaled down in future years. It is important that a significant area in the park remains
available for (relatively) quiet enjoyment even when the Fayre is in full swing.
I would be grateful if you would respond to Mr Higman on the above points and on
his other suggestions. I am looking forward to getting a report on the infrastructure
investigation which can inform our thinking about the future of this event. I am aware that
the Dulwich Park Friends are also awaiting this information and, in the meantime, are
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consulting members who visited the Fayre on their views - which will be fed back
to you in due course. I think it would be beneficial if a review and plans for next year are
discussed at a very early stage with representatives of the Friends and the Society and with
councillors and Rangers - before commitments are entered into. Perhaps a meeting can be
arranged at, say, the Crown and Greyhound in Dulwich Village?

ANNE-MAREE SHEEHAN
We regret to record the death of Anne-Maree Sheehan, who was advertisement
manager of the Dulwich Society Newsletter for most of the past five years. Although she
lived in inner Southwark she first became known to Dulwich residents as an energetic
campaigner for the Liberal Democrats and later took on the task of trying to convince
businesses that the fostering and safeguarding of the amenities of the area are as important
to commercial and professional concerns as they are to residents. Anne-Maree was also the
guiding figure in running and maintaining of the cooperative apartments in which she lived
at Waterloo. Requiem Mass was said for her at St George's Cathedral, Southwark, on May
27, and well attended by family, friends and many who knew her. Dulwich Society has
made a contribution to St Thomas's Hospital cardiac-thoracic unit in her memory, as she
would have wished.

SIMMO

s

AI SFORD

7110 Chandos Street, London W1M 9DE

Tel No: 0171 44 7 9000 Fax: 0171 44 7 9001
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND
REGISTERED AUDITORS
We also provide a full range of taxation services
and specialise in strategic business development
Local Partner, Anup Dalal

Tel No: 0181 299 4330
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THE 'DISNEYLAND' DEBATE
Mr Justice Sullivan in the High Court on July 27 refused an application by the Crystal
Palace Campaign for leave to apply for a judicial reveiw of a decision by Bromley Council
to grant planning permission to develop part of the the Palace park into what some
describe as another Disneyland. The protesters complained that the proposed building
made no attempt to reflect the "Victorian conservatory" style of the original building destroyed by fire in 1936 - which they said was a condition of the 1990 Crystal Palace Act
which granted the land to Bromley. The judge rejected this interpretation. The proposal is
for a steel and glass building with 18 cinemas and parking space for 950 cars on the roof.
It would be almost 1,000 feet long which is longer than the frontage of Buckingham Palace
and almost as long as the Palace of Westminster.
The debate over the future of the site at the top of the 199-acre Crystal Palace Park
has become vociferous and heated and in the exchange of opinions some participants have
lost sight of facts. As a Society we would rather see a worthy replacement for a major
national institution than a cut price promotion to meet short term commercial objectives.
Secondly we are well aware of the need to preserve some of the flora and fauna of the Park
which is threatened by the proposed building. Which is why the Society made a donation
to the Campaign fund, although we are not committed to the Campaign's detailed
objections or policies.
Local residents living closest to the Palace were canvassed by the local council and universally objected to the Bromley proposal. Their principal objections may be summarised
thus: There has been no rational public debate on the project. Nor has there been any prior
public consultation by Bromley with the other four boroughs which flank the park.
Suggestions that the building work will provide jobs for the locally unemployed have been
discounted as unlikely since major developers usually bring in their own labour. Not one
penny of any profit from the project will go anywhere except to Bromley which will use
the money to develop their own sports and leisure services. And there is a fear that visitors
will not be tempted to leave the over-commercialised park and cross busy roads to give
their custom to local traders in the surrounding boroughs.
Naturally, Bromley want to fill their eighteen cinemas, plus restaurants and other
attractions and will now formulate plans to attract visitors. A well-known city firm of
chartered accountants refused to have anything to do with the Bromley project because
there is no infrastructure, no transport or pedestrian arrangements to bring such crowds estimated at four million a year - to the Palace and return them to their homes, without
which the project in their view must fail.
Residents also object on the grounds of vehicle pollution - which Southwark Council
says cannot be brought up to European standards at least until the year 2005 and that is
without a single additional vehicle using the neighbourhood. They also oppose the project
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on the grounds of noise pollution from concert bowl loud speakers heard late on
summer nights as far as a mile and a half away. [This is also true of noisy entertainments
from Dulwich Park, Belair and Brockwell Park although they are mercifully less frequent
and less powerful than those at the Palace.] And no Palace could operate without light
pollution brightening up the night sky with floodlights and searchlights until the late
hours.
Many would have preferred a referendum of local residents on any major plan
for the Par!<. Even English Heritage has indicated its doubts on the matter by reducing
the proposed £28 million cash grant to £2.1 million to cover restoration of some of the
existing elements in the Par!<. London Wildlife Trust and other conservation groups
are continuing to campaign for the preservation of certain parts of the Park although
it is doubtful whether their demands to preserve the whole of the top level can possibly
succeed.

FOR FLATS ON THE DULWICH ESTATE
The owners of flats and maisonettes held on long leases on the Dulwich Estate who wish
to sell their properties could increasingly be faced with difficulties in finding buyers as the
remaining term of the original lease from the Estate dwindles. Normally building societies
and other lenders are unwilling to lend a high percentage of the market value on the
security which have less than about 70 years to run.

Reform
Recent legislation provides some scape routes from the problem, but not without
raising its own difficulties. The Leasehold Reform, Housing and Urban Development
Act 1993 introduced a right of collective enfranchisement for the owners of flats and
maisonettes in residential blocks. Before that Act, the owners of such properties did not
enjoy the right to buy their freeholds, unlike the owners of houses who were generally given
this right by the Lesehold Reform Act 1967. Collective enfranchisement under the 1993
Act means that the freehold of the whole block of flats can be bought, at roughly its
market value, from the ground landlord on behalf of the leaseholders of the individual flats.
However, to exercise this right at least two thirds of the tenants must give notice to the
landlord to this effect and not less than one half of these tenants, occupying at least half of
the flats in the block, must have lived in their flats as their principal reisdence for a
minimum period. Once the freehold of the block is bought in this way, amendments can be
made to the individual leases to make them marketable.

Uncertainities

Palace Yesterday, Disneyland Tomorrow?
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In addition to this right of collective enfranchisement, the 1933 Act also gives the
owners of the individual flats and maisonettes in a block the right, subject again to
certain residence qualifications, to acquire a new lease from the landlord for 90 years from
the expiry of the present term at a peppercorn rent, plus maintenance charges, in place
of the existing lease, but otherwise on basically the same terms as in the replaced
lease. The tenant exercising this right will however have to pay to the landlord a
premium calculated in accordance with the provisions of the Act, together with the
landlords legal and valuation costs in connection with the new lease. There are certain
uncertainties with regard to the calculation of this premium (as there are also for the
calculation of market value for collective enfranchisement) which could result in the
matter having to be referred to the court or the leasehold valuation tribunal for resolution.
The new lease will take effect subject to any existing mortgages on the original lease and,
under the Act, the landlord has the right to terminate the new lease at the time when the
original lease would have expired if he then wishes to redevelop the property, but in this
event the tenant will have to be paid compensation for the loss of the lease at its then
market value.
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Pilot

Books for all the family

ld Calton Avenue, Dulwich Village,
London SE21 7DE
Telephone: 0181 ~693 2808

13rocfcwe[[ JZLrt Services
Established 1979

QUALITY PICTURE FRAMING

Contact James Davidson
232-234 Railton Road, Herne Hill, London SE24 OJT
Telephone/Fax: 0171 274 7046

On the Dulwich Estate, the Estate is giving the owners of flats and maisonettes the
opportunity to acquire new leases of their properties on terms that may be better than
the statutory right under the 1993 Act. A pilot scheme to this effect has already been
implemented for Stonehills Court, a 1950s development of maisonettes and flats in a
number of separate low-rise blocks situated off College Road, near Sydenham Hill Station.
Under this pilot scheme, the owners of these maisonettes and flats were offered, in
substitution for their existing leases, new leases for 200 years from 25th December, 1996
at a peppercorn rent (plus a share of maintenance and insurance costs, as previously), on
payment to the Estate of a cash premium, which is believed to have been in the £7,000 to
£8,000 range. The leases can, however, be terminated by the Dulwich Estate if on 25th
December, 2056 (the date when the original leases expired) it wishes to redevelop the whole
or a susbtantial part of Stonehills Court and cannot do so without getting possession of
the maisonette or flat in question. Compensation will however have to be paid to the
tenant whose leases are so terminated, calculated according to the provisions in the 1993
Act applicable if the termination had been under the statutory provisons mentioned
above. Essentially, this will amount to payment of the market value of the lease at that time
if it had continued. A similar right to termination and compensation is given under the new
leases at December 25th, 2106. These compensation provisions should protect the tenants
against any financial hardship as they should cover the amount of any outstanding
mortgage. The other terms in the new leases are broadly similar to the terms of the
existing leases, though a number of them have been modernised, with some improvements
from the tenant's point of view. There is now provision for a sinking fund for such costs
as those of redecorating the common parts so that these can be spread over time.

Management company
In addition to the new leases of individual maisonettes and flats, the pilot scheme
for Stonehills Court involved the leasing of the blocks themselves (excluding the parts
covered by the residential leases) and the common parts to a Stonehills Court management
company for the same term as the residential leases, and subject to the same termination
rights. The rent payable under this additional lease is again a peppercorn, plus the amounts
payable under the insurance and other covenants in the lease. This management company
was initially established and managed by the Dulwich Estate but the arrangements made
provide that it will have as many members as there are residential units in Stonehills Court
and that each tenant who has taken a new lease will become a member and, on sale of the
flat, membership must be transferred to the buyer. The other member will be the Estate.
This means that the management company will be effectively controlled by the tenants if
more than half the flats and maisonettes are subject to new leases, so that, in this event, the
(Co11ti1111ed 011 page 19)
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SUE ROSEVEARE'S BASKET QUILT
The highlight of the Dulwich Quilters Exhibition during the second weekend in October
at the Old Library, Dulwich College, will be a group quilt masterminded by the late Sue
Roseveare. Sue had been an enthusiastic supporter of the Dulwich Craft Fair running a
patchwork and quilting stall there for many years but was a relatively new member of our
group when she happily took on the responsibility of organising a group quilt.
Anyone who has ever been in charge of a group project will know what she let herself
in for! Every member had to make a patchwork block representing a basket in grey and
cream which they then filled with anything of their choice. The criteria for the filling was
that it had to be bright zingy colours.
Sue was quite single-minded where this quilt was concerned and imposed very high
standards. She spent some time drawing up and colouring designs which were given us for
approval. If a block was not up to scratch the stitcher was asked to do it again! Whilst Sue
was undergoing chemotherapy for her illness we put the quilt on hold and when she felt
strong enough she insisted on being taken to buy the material for the sashing and borders
and having the final say in the choice of backing.
She was not well enough to put the blocks together and this was done by members of
the group. Some 'quilting' was then stitched and shown to her for approval. The final act
she took part in was to put her signature on a square which the rest of us had already
signed and which is now sewn to the back of the quilt.
This is not the first group quilt made by the Dulwich Quilters. We have made and
raffled for charity various quilts in the past. This quilt however will always be special to us
and in view of its history we have decided to keep it. To see this quilt finished was one of
Sue's goals and in a way a comfort for her and to us. We have all worked extra hard on
this quilt because of Sue and her illness and because we wanted to make it the best we could
for her sake.
Sue was very well known in Dulwich and had many different interests from quilting,
bird-watching, singing and being the Secretary of the friends of Dulwich Picture Gallery.
Our group will remember her for her commitment to and love of patchwork and quilting
and we shall treasure the legacy she has left us.
No photograph can do justice to this quilt so do come and see it together with many
other quilts and some embroidery at the Old Library, Dulwich College, on Saturday and
Sunday, October 10 and 11.
Members of Dulwich Quilters live not only in and around Dulwich but come from many
different parts of the world and the Exhibition will cover a wide variety of styles. And
although we are keeping Sue's Basket Quilt you may be lucky and win something else in
the raffles.

Jill Alexander
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tenants will have the final say on the placing of the contracts for maintenance and
repair of the common parts and ultimate control over the communal expenses of the
Court.
It is understood that, to date, tenants of 27 of the 39 separate units in Stonehills Court.
have accepted the new leases. One tenant has exchanged the existing lease for a new lease
of the same length as the original, without paying a premium, though all the landlord's
legal and other costs had to be paid to the Estate.

Farquhar project
The Dulwich Estate wishes to carry out at least one other pilot project before offering
new leases on similar terms, or a variation, to the tenants of flats in all the other blocks on
the Estate. The purpose of the second pilot scheme, proposed for the Farquhar Road estate,
is to ensure that the new arrangements operate effectively where there are more complex
management arrangements (for example, where there are separate blocks within a larger
amenity area.)

Adrian Hill
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A New School
Dulwich is to have a new school. The former William Penn, later the Dulwich High
School for Boys, is to have a new title and provide for Dulwich boys and girls between the
ages of eleven and eighteen. The decision to close the old school on Redpost Hill in July
next year and re-open it for local children as a community school in answer to public
demand was taken by seven votes to three by Southwark education committe.
The call to close the renamed William Penn/Dulwich High is largely due to the overwhelming demand of local parents that they should have their own school, backed by
supporters of St Barnabas Church, a public meeting of 600, Tessa Jowell, MP, and the
Education Secretary.

Heard in the Quad
One of the most illustrious (or notorious) Old Alleynians seems to have left some of his
best remarks for conversational use by current pupils. P. G. Wodehouse's famous remarks
are reported still to be in and out of classroom use. For example:

Don't you loathe the critics? Their mere existence seems to me an impertinence.
He has just about enough brain to make a jay-bird fly crooked.
It was loud in spots, and less loud in other spots, and it had that quality which I have
noticed in all violin solos of seeming to last much longer than it actually did.
Golf is the greatest mystery.
We are, alas, not told at which masters, pupils or classes or matches at which the quotes
have been recently directed.

THE LAST EXHIBITIONS - FOR NOW
Art lovers will very soon have to look elsewhere for pleasure and criticism. Dulwich Picture
Gallery will close at the end ofthis year for seventeen months, until May, 2000, for major
renovations. The last show will be the first ever one man exhibition of Pieter de Hooch,
the 17th century Dutch painter, sponsored by Mrs Cherie Blair, wife of the Prime Minister.
Please see the What's On section in this issue. Meanwhile, Rodney Alexander, our resident
art critic, looks back at the Paula Rego exhibition.
The reaction of the general public to this exhibition of Paula Rego's latest paintings,
costume dramas based on the 19th century Portuguese novel, The Sins of Father Amaro,
by De Querios, the Portuguese Charles Dickens, appear very much divided due to those
who see the pictures as illustrations and those who see them more in terms of the capabilities of drawing and design. The two are of course indivisible in terms of good art and a
lack of awareness of either of these essential elements can only be to the detriment of the
picture.
Unity in a picture has always been the main consideration and ignoring it detracts from
the overall impact. Unity is achieved in a picture by interpreting the three-dimensional
shapes in terms of a two dimensional surface. This involves relating the shapes, colours and
textures to one another inside the picture frame. This might be called the abstract element.
A destructive element, therefore, is an emphasis on the third dimension which is well
illustrated in the reproduction on the exhibition leaflet and in fact generally throughout the
exhibition. The realistic emphasis on the third dimension and the crowding out of the
picture frame leave only the subject matter, which could be called conversation pieces, to
be appreciated.

Sticker
Car sticker seen on parked vehicle in Woodwarde Road near library: I've never felt so
well since I gave up hope!

No missionaries!
Mr Igor Vassilevitch von Volkov of Beckwith Road, Dulwich, is reported in the local
freebie newspaper, the Guardian, to have a notice on his front door:
"Please, No Hawkers, No Junk Post, No Jehovah's Witness, Nor any other B.L
[Blessed] Door Preachers. Thank You."
What Mr von V and many other residents seem to have forgotten is that the Dulwich
Estate leases protect leaseholders from such intrusions and those who are enfranchised freeholders were promised that such protection was automatically extended to them.
Yet hardly a day goes by without sellers of dusters, dishcloths, garden manure, frozen
dinners, fish (which has probably escaped the European rota), landscape gardeners, floor
polishers, carpet cleaners et al, ringing the bell.
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Unity
The size of the pictures and hence the proximity to the spectator involves the spectator
and adds to the impact. In doing so the overall unity which entails seeing the picture as a
pattern is replaced by the emotional involvement of the spectator. But we ignore the well
known dictum that "Unity is the perfection of all things."
The artist is obviously influenced by earlier Spanish painters, particularly those of
the seventeenth century. This accounts for her sombre colour schemes and widespread
use of black in her portrayal of her characters in traditional costumes. In this context the
paintings could very appropriately be exhibited in the costume department of the Victoria
and Albert Museum. The lively painterly brushstrokes of 17th century artists - e.g.
Velasquez - are however replaced by her use of a more graphic technique where lines
replace edges and pastels replace oil paint. As a graphic technique her drawing is extremely capable and reminds one of the standards insisted on in art schools years ago.

Rodney Alexander
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Kingswood House is a Grade II listed building dating from the early 19th century
and which has a unique fascination with its beautiful rooms and numerous nooks and
crannies and its key position as the centrepiece of Dulwich's Kingswood Estate.
The inaugural meeting to establish the Friends of Kingswood Estate was attended by
21 people, mostly from the Estate but also some former residents who still live in southeast London, some people with an interest in Southwark's history and members of
the Dulwich Society. We were given a short history of the House, information about
community involvement - apparently uses have been suggested which are not acceptable
to the community, such as a home for persistent re-offenders and an office for a computer
firm which would have involved the use of all the space in the building, including the
ground floor, leaving no opportunity for community use.
This information was followed by a history of the pubic library since its 1956
establishment delivered by area librarian Steve Collins with a look to its future, particularly with regard to computer technology and the establishment of a homework club.
Yvonne Witter, the Centre Manager, explained that the house was run by a Community
Development Resources Unit headed by David Wallis.

Income
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Last year the House exceeded its target income of £35,000. This year the· target
is £38,000 and they hope to exceed that too. Bookings for weddings and other social
functions are going well with almost every weekend booked. The Vestey room is being used
for a creche for very young children while their mothers are at work. The main problem at
the moment is that extensive roof repairs are needed and it is felt that while Southwark
Council are likely to provide funds for patching the worst areas, they are unlikely to
provide a long term solution.

Expenditure
Millie Stoney agreed to approach our Euro-MP, Dr Richard Balfe, to enquire about
the feasibilitiy of applying for a grant from Europe. We then went on a tour of the
building. A number of suggestions were put forward both for the role of the Friends and
for possible further uses of the House. These included encouraging bodies such as
professional and businessmen's groups to use the House regularly as a meeting place;
approaching the Canadian Government for information about its use by their injured
servicemen in both World Wars, using local talents to repair the fabric of the building and
creating an Internet Cafe and bookshop.

Jane Wenlock
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THE WOODYARD SITE
Most members will be aware that there was some hope recently that the Estate Trustees
would join the Woodyard site, off College Road, with Southwark Council's Dulwich Park
maintenance depot next door to make a larger area which could offer some financial
benefits to Dulwich Park in the form of planning gain. However, a recent advertisement
in the Estates Gazette, has confirmed that the Estate Trustees are going it alone.
The documents which have been sent out to interested parties call for bids to buy the
site on the basis that the successful bidder pays an option fee of £50,000, obtains planning
consent and carries out the development. There is nothing particularly unusual in this at
first sight, but further conditions of the bid are that, once planning consent has been
obtained, the Estate Trustees can then decide not to proceed with the successful bidder,
without giving any reason. If the Estate Trustees do not proceed, they must reimburse the
bidder's reasonable costs to a maximum of £25,000.
Thus, in summary, a developer could pay the Estate Trustees £50,000 for the pleasure
of obtaining a planning consent, for which he will be paid £25,000. At this point he could
be sacked. The uncertainty which this entails does not seem to be the best way of raising
the maximum amount of money from the sale of the site for the beneficiaries of the Charity.
The closing date for bids was Friday, August 14. It will be interesting to see who
the successful bidder is, and whether he has been willing to accept all the conditions
of the bid.

AT 90, I REMEMBER
These are the recollections started in the March 1998 Newsletter given by Mrs Vera SeatonReid not long before her death at the age of ninety to Society member, Betty Griffin:
In Alleyn Park, opposite where Vera lived, there is a curious house. It is the only
one left of the original row of Nos 1 - 9 built about 1868, the rest having been demolished
and redeveloped between 1930 and 1960. The very talented artistic family of Forestiere
had lived at 14 Dulwich Wood Park but moved to what was No 7 but is now No 5. Amedee
Forestiere and his family were figure and landscape painters and illustrators. And as
artists they decided that the trees of Dulwich obscured the light so unable to fell the trees
and risk the wrath of the Estate Governors they chopped off the top floor of the three
storey house!

The artists
Amedee exhibited at the Royal Academy, Walker Art Gallery (Liverpool), and the
Royal Institute of Oil Painters between 1903 and 1922 and some of his paintings up for
auction in the 1970s fetched three figure sums which would be equivalent to ten times as
much today. But his standing dated from 1896 when Queen Victoria commissioned him to
paint a portrait of the newly crowned Tsar of Russia, Nicholas II, who was murdered with
the rest of the royal family at Ekaterinburg in 1917.
Among his other work were landscapes of his native Belgium, a series of Roman Britain
for the Royal Ontario Museum of Archeology, Canada, and the history of London from
earliest times for the London Museum. He also illustrated many novels for contemporary
authors.
His wife, Margarita (Lutitia) was also an artist and and exhibited at the Society of
Women Artists, 1904-5. Their son, Marius, born 1885, exhibited at the London Salon as
well as the Royal Institute of Oil Painters from 1906 to 1914.

The thespians
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MONUMENTAL MASONS

Alleyn Park also housed earlier than the Forestieres the theatrical Conquest family.
They lived at the Homestead, 2 Alleyn Park, from around 1884. George Augustus (Oliver)
took the name Conquest when he became an actor. He acted at the Garrick where his father
was the manager. Father later managed the Grecian Theatre, and in 1881 took over the
Surrey Theatre in Blackfriars Road near to St George's Circus, which he ran as actor manager. He produced his own melodramas, pantomimes and ballets and designed and painted his own scenery.
When he died in 1901 he left the Surrey to his eldest son, George, but the theatre closed
soon afterwards in 1904 and became a music hall. George's three sons all followed him
into the acting profession. And the family when they left 2 Alleyn Park moved to
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No 38 where Kingsdale School is now situated. Nos 38-44 have long since been demolished
for the school.
At 22, Mrs Lillian Price ran a school for girls and kindergarten. Mrs Reid noted with
satisfaction that Dulwich Prep is still there. "Of course the Prep had nothing to do with the
Dulwich Foundation but it was started by a Dulwich master as a private school in the hope
that parents would encourage the young pupils to aim for admission to the College."
Across the road at No 65, Umballa House, author Mrs A.C. Osborne Hann had lived
as a child and drew inspiration for her many books for her Girl Guide and Brownie
stories. Across the road again, the Edward VII postal sorting office, dated 1906, ensured
that you could post a letter for a ha'penny before noon inviting someone to tea that same
day and both letter and guests would arrive.
Local gamekeepers used to shoot pheasants in the Sydenham Woods and deliver them
to the Alleyn's Head public house where they would be served for dinner with garden
grown vegetables for ls 6d (71/2p).
Round the corner, in Alleyn Road, the houses were more modest than in Alleyn Park
for families of six or seven with probably only one servant. Among the residents in one of
the larger houses was Mr Jones of the celebrated departmental store of Jones and Higgins
in Peckham Rye. Mr Henry C. Cubitt, the builde1; lived at No 62 and another neighbour
was Mr Frederic Marshall, King's Counsel.

Betty Griffin
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SOME DULWICH FIRSTS
Few men venture forth at dead of night to post a letter. Fewer still will have heard the quail
overhead. Yet such was the lot at 23.30 one night of a Burbage resident who recognised
the diagnostic call. This is a Dulwich first for a bird that is a spasmodic visitor to the
U.K. where a few pairs may breed in cornfields usually unseen but detectable by an
audible 'wet-my-lips.' Abroad the bird has wide distribution and may have been the same
as descended on, and was eaten by the wandering Israelites.
Yet another Dulwich first is the breeding of Little Owls. The outcome has not been
reported nor do we yet know the fate of the four Tawny Owl chicks seen by the dawn
chorus heroes and heroines of May.
Nevertheless here is encouraging news to set against the near absence of Willow
Warbler and Spotted Flycatcher neither of which are known to have nested this year.
Migrating Swallows were scarce after their delayed arrival. House Martens resided in
Burbage, near Gilkes and for three weeks only in Woodwarde. Swifts scattered in small
numbers in Farquhar, Woodwarde, Burbage, Ruskin neighbourhoods. Blackbird, Mistle
and Song Thrushes are having a good year so far. For the most part other garden birds
have held their own whilst Treecreeper, Nuthatch and the three kind of Woodpeckers
prosper.
In answer to last quarter's appeal, a male Bullfinch was reported near Sydenham
Hill station, possibly one of a pair thought by another observer to be breeding; a further
breeding pair and two males in scattered locations would seem to complete this picture.
The Grey Wagtail was included in the same question but no reports of this delightful
bird appeared. Kestrels and Sparrowhawks maintain permanent residence and the Hobby
pays an occasional visit before migrating by October. By June, gulls had returned, three
Common Terns flew over Court Lane, three young Coots were on the park lake and four
Cormorants had flown over Gallery Road. For those interested, further bird news of the
period is available during civilised hours on phoning the recorder at his telephone number
below.
Stag Beeteles have had greater coverage, including national dailies, this year more
than ever before. Moreover your pollster this year has introduced the disgraceful practice
of hailing folk to ask if they were residents. Understandably, such behaviour was treated
warily, only for tension to be replaced with a smile on "Have you seen any stag
beetles?"
The outcome has been more records than a year ago though the actual numbers are
probably little different.
More hedgehog records suggesting continuing recovery have been reported. Three toads
have graced gardens. The rest of our fauna have provoked little comment.
My thanks to those sending in records. If you are not yet among them please do not
hesitate to phone. Autumn migration is about to reach its peak and finally, the annual
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gastronomic reminder: Agaricus Sylvaticus and Parasol mushrooms could now be in the
garden for a check with the fungus book and prompt transfer to the kitchen.

Don Freshwater
Recorder
0181-693 1666

PONDS SURVEY
Between 1979 and 1988 Rosa Davis and Glynnis Williams undertook a survey of
garden ponds in and around Dulwich and recorded about 50. Details of amphibians, plants
and dragonflies were recorded, plus measurements taken and photographs taken.
Many ponds may have disappeared and new ones constructed. Tragically, redleg, the
serious frog disease, has killed many and is still prevalent in London. An up-to-date study
would be very rewarding, but unfortunately Rosa and Glynnis cannot now undertake
this task. They would, however, be please to pass on their records to anyone willing to
investigate the present situation. At the same time, Froglife urgently wants anyone noting
the disease, which peaks in July and August, to complete a questionnaire. Please contact
Rosa Davis, 2 Aaron Court, Kelsey Park Avenue, Beckenham, Kent, BR2 6UN. Telephone:
0181-650 1383.
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A PLACE OF CONVENIENCE

THAT AIRCRAFT NOISE AGAIN

Few people would not admit to being surprised when in the June edition of the Newsletter
we published a picture of the elegant two-storeyed mock Tudor building that used to stand
on the site of what is now Lloyds Bank on the corner of Lordship Lane and Eynella Road
opposite Dulwich public library and the information that it was in fact a public convenience for gentlemen on one floor and ladies on the other and that it was covered with a
Virginia creeper which became a very attractive red in Au.tumn. All this was by courtesy of
Mrs Vera Payne of Westfield, Hastings, Sussex, who lived in Dulwich for very many years.
It was she who explained how eight generations of Japanese anemones had been planted
in Dulwich by her grandfather, transplanted, multiplied by her family and still
survive. Mrs Payne has written again asking about some historic matters and reminding us
about others. Yes, part of the engraved stonework is still preserved in Calton Avenue from
the village stocks "for the detention offenders" with the message "It's a folly to do mischief
to thine own". The date is 1760, the year George II died and roller skates were first
introduced into London. She recalls:
"To celebrate the Armistice of the 1914-18 war a fair was held in the field adjoining
Cox's Walk with roundabouts, cake-walks, helter skelters and the usual sideshows. My
husband, then aged ten, and I, aged eight, remember being treated in the summer of 1919
to a special peace outing, complete with sticky buns.
"The old Grove Tavern was still in existence and adjoining it a row of garages where
my father kept his Royal Enfield motorcycle and side-car. Later, Mr Malpress, the local
builder put up several garages opposite our house at 408 Lordship Lane for, I believe, ten
shillings (50p) a week and father garaged his first car, a Singer. Mrs Payne remembers the
shops being built in Calton Avenue, including a shoe shop, an excellent cake shop as well
as the book shop which is still there, of course."
She says, "We mourned the closing of the Crystal Palace (High Level) to Blackfriars
railway line. The embankments were covered with bluebells in Spring and on emerging
from Lordship Lane station which was by Wood Vale we would cross the footbridge over
the line and and walk down Cox's Walk, across Dulwich Common then up the passage
beside Dulwich Park which led up to the Fire Station in Lordship Lane where the flats now
stand. We could imagine we were in the country until rejoining the trams in the main road.
I can also remember when I was ten the old white steam buses (National) which ran down
Barry Road from the Plough and later the Thomas Tilling buses which took me up
Lordship Lane and London Road to school in Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill.
"In those days we used to walk much more and on Christmas Day we would walk
along Dulwich Common to my grandmother's in Thurlow Park Road and back late at
night along the Common often in thick snow ... "

Antonia Kimberley, who works for the Public Affairs at London Heathrow, made the
following statement in your last Newsletter: "Recent protests complaining about aircraft
noise suggested that eighteen months ago the authorities changed the landing arrangements
at London Heathrow airport and inferred that this led to increased noise levels over southeast London. This is not true."
Obviously Antonia is unaware of the early morning landing trials as set out in
Annex 5 of the Department of the Environment, Transport and Regions, Preliminary
Consultation paper dated February 1998 relating to Night Restrictions at Heathrow,
Gatwick and Stanstead and I quote:
"The aim of these trials was to help alleviate noise over parts of central London in the
early morning. Aircraft, particularly the heavier types need 3-4 nautical miles to establish
themselves on the Instrument Landing System (ILS), so under the revised procedures some
aircraft will be turning onto the ILS earlier than before and areas further away from
Heathrow will experience overflight of aircraft at night where previously this may not have
been the case."
The result is that aircraft pass over Dulwich early in the morning where previously this
had not been so. We, despite Dr Skinner's suggestion of double-glazing (which we have
had for 15 years!) and other local residents have been woken up consistently at 4.15 a.m.,
5 a.m., 5.30 a.m. and 6 a.m.
On June 30, 1998, the following motion was put forward by Toby Eckersley to the
Southwark Regeneration and Environment Committee:
"That the Council co-operate with all appropriate London boroughs with a view to
achieving a reduction in aircraft noise especially at unsocial hours by making representatives to all relevant authorities and by other appropriate means."
We attended this meeting. Lila Pagett of Peckham Society spoke. There were other
representatives including the East Dulwich Society. It was apparent from the meeting that
other parts of Southwark were being affected by aircraft noise and the motion was passed
and there will be a report from the Environment Officer for the next committee meeting in
September. We welcome Southwark's initiative. If you wish to support this please write to
Toby Eckersley or Nick Dolezal at Southwark Town Hall.

Vivienne and Jeremy Gilliard
77 Calton Avenue
Dulwich SE21 7DF

DULWICH PARK ETC
Dulwich Society's "substantial" contribution for the Dulwich Park children's playground
of, I understand, up to £10,000 is not only excessive but premature. We, the Society, have
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not yet finished with the Leasehold Valuation Tribunal (LVT) and litigation costs money.
Secondly, the Government's consultative document on leasehold reform will be issued in
November and we hope that the Dulwich Society will support the all-Parliamentary group
to discuss a better deal for Dulwich leaseholders who number approximately half of the
residents. Thirdly, lastly but most immediate will be the need to re-negotiate with the
Dulwich Estate trustees the role of the Advisory Committee on which the Society will
become the only advisor - since the Dulwich Residents Association (DRA) and the Dulwich
Village Preservation Society (DVPS) will have faded out.
You will see in the Newsletter Diary that the DRA is to hold a Special General Meeting
on September 17 with a view to winding up the Association. As for the DVPS, a registered
charity, the last annual accounts available on file were for the year ending December 31,
1995. The annual return for the year 1997 showed "Income - nil and Expenditure - nil."
"This suggests," according to the Charity Commission, "that the Charity may not be
operating, or that there was no activity in 1997."
But its an ill-wind that turns none to good! The Dulwich Society will now be in an
excellent position to take the initiative and resuscitate the Joint Residents Committee (or
whatever it may be called) and make an application to the LVT to vary the New (1998)
Scheme of Management, which has not yet been promulgated.

John Aldwinckle
Vice-Chairman, D.R.A.
76 Farquhar Road
London SE19 1LT

We feel that it is in everybody's interest to maintain the quality of Dulwich Park,
perhaps the most important amenity on the Dulwich Estate for which Southwark Council
is responsible and which serves a much wider area than Dulwich itself The Society's
donation to the children's playground is fully in keeping with the charitable purpose of
the Society to foster and safeguard the amenities of Dulwich. Recently we have made a
number of critical comments to Southwark Council on their management of the Park and,
as the correspondence in this issue demonstrates, we have received a very positive response.
We believe that sometimes it is particularly important for the Society to be willing
to put its money where its mouth is. - Editor.
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